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President’s Message
By Alan Goodridge

Having been given the outline of all that is being presented in this edition of Ebb
and Flow, I am going to keep my message short and let you get into more enjoyable
reading.
Your executive committee has been very busy since the last edition trying to get a
head start on activities for the upcoming paddling season. Plans for the Retreat are
well underway, both kayaking and canoeing coordinators, Brent Smith and Rod
Drover are organizing schedules for summer paddles and overnights, Gary Thomas
has the Skills School information already posted and Janice Ortiz is doing a
remarkable job in organizing this magazine. The executive is also looking at hosting
a safety day.
Central Chapter – Colin Hiscock
Pool sessions at the Aquarena have seen attendance better than we expected and
Western Chapter - Jeff Martin
Central has hosted similar events as well. The Wednesday evening presentations
that had been at the Guv’nor have been so successful that we have outgrown the
space and have moved to Hampton Hall at the Marine Institute, Ridge Road.
All of this would not be possible without the work of the whole executive. We have
Ebb & Flow Editor:
a very dedicated group who continue to strive to make PNL a vibrant club. And now,
Janice Ortiz
to make our club better known to the community we will be hosting a booth at the
annual Newfoundland Sportsman Exposition at the Remax Center, Apr 29 – May
Letters to the Editor:
1. Hope to see many of you there! As well, keep checking our website for upcoming
Address your letters and comments events and paddles!
to ebbandflowstories@gmail.com
Members are encouraged to submit
their suggestions and concerns.
Cover Photo: Paddling Below the ice
on the Cliff by Dean Fillier

Pool Practice in Central NL
By Colin Hiscock

Newsletter Submissions:

10 years ago the “very spread out” paddlers of Central Newfoundland were very
fortunate to have Paul Rose of Rafting NL come to the Canadian Forces pool in
Gander to teach us how to roll. He provided the white water kayaks and we came
eagerly, yet apprehensively. Being upside down in a kayak was unnerving…even
in a pool, not to mention what it would be like in the North Atlantic!
Submissions for future issues of this But we knew that if we were going to paddle the big waters, we had to “up” our skills
newsletter are welcomed. Not all
and rolling was to be a part of it. So we met at the pool one Saturday evening a
can be published and rights are
month for the first winter. Paul taught us the wet exit first. Everyone had to be good
reserved to edit submissions for style, at that for sure. Then we practiced the hip flick and on to the C to C roll.
spelling and length.
If my memory serves me correctly, by that spring I was the only one who could roll.
It wasn’t pretty, but it worked! Since then we have continued to meet 5 times a winter
on a Saturday night. For the past few years we meet at the Gander Arts and Culture
Centre pool. From Springdale to Clarenville we come and learn and practice new
skills.
As paddlers, we also joined Kayak NL which has since joined with the canoeist to
Email transfer membership fees to become Paddle NL. It was at one of the KNL retreats that we were introduced to
Greenland paddling by Greg Stammer. A new era began.
pnlpayments@gmail.com
Chris Vincent and Harvey Rice got into Greenland paddling and became very
proficient at teaching the Greenland roll. Being much more gentle than the C to C
Renewing or New Membership - $20 roll, it is common for new people to learn the Greenland Roll in just an evening at
the pool, especially if they are flexible…and easily teachable, which I am not.
Family Membership - $25
So I continue to do my not so pretty C to C roll….power through it! However to see
Associate Membership – $50
the advancement of those that didn’t learn that first year is truly amazing. The
Greenland paddle and style of rolling has revolutionized the rolling culture in Central
NL.
Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador is
the provincial club for recreational
paddling.

Membership
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Austin Anthony, One of a Kind

teaching. How many times did we, as his students,
think we had finally made the right stroke or manoeuvre
only to hear: “Do it again!” Once was not enough to get
his approval. He wanted better from all of his students,
and insisted that we do it. Austin continued teaching
and remained a registered Paddle Canada Instructor
up to and including the year of his passing. He was
still involved with the annual club skills school, an
involvement that he had maintained since the school’s
inception. John’s Canoe Club, the Newfoundland
Canoeing Association, and Newfoundland and
Austin also served on the Board of Directors of the
Canadian Recreational Canoeing Association (the
predecessor to Paddle Canada) representing our
provincial association, known at that time as the
Newfoundland Canoeing Association. In that capacity
he brought the concerns and interests of the local
paddling community to the national organization. He
was also heavily involved with the paddling program
component of the 1977 Canada Games, held in St.
John’s.
In 2014, Austin was awarded the Making Waves Award
in recognition of all of his contributions and support to
the paddling community and to Paddle Newfoundland
and Labrador. In the picture shown, he is being
presented his award from Alex McGruer a previous
winner. In further recognition of his contributions to
the development of paddling initiatives in this province,
through skills development and organizational support
and to Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador (and its
predecessors), we are renaming the Making Waves
award to the “Austin Anthony Making Waves Award”.
This is a fitting tribute to a founding father of paddling
in this Province and future award winners should be
very proud to be awarded this honour in his legacy.
It was with sad hearts that members of the paddling
community learned that Austin Anthony had passed away on
December 21, 2015. Austin had been an active member and
strong supporter of the Tumblehome Recreational Canoe
Club, its predecessors the St. Labrador Paddling Association,
and then Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador. He was the
longest serving member of Tumblehome at the time of the
merger with Kayak Newfoundland and Labrador (KNL), and
his lifetime membership awarded by Tumblehome for his
many contributions to the paddling community was honoured
by Paddle Newfoundland and Labrador.
He was a Master Canoeist, recognized informally by his fellow
paddlers and officially by the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador on September 22, 2007 as noted in the picture
attached.
Thank you Austin for everything you have done for us! You
He was a Master Instructor, many of the present instructors will not be forgotten.
in the province having benefited from the expertise in his
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Kayaking the Aleutians: A Video Review
By John Sanctum

The Aleutian Islands, part of the Ring of Fire, are a string of
volcanic islands formed where the Pacific tectonic plate is
being pushed under the North American plate from the
Kamchatka Peninsula in Russia to Alaska. They separate
the Bering Sea from the Pacific Ocean. It is one of the
remotest, roughest and windiest places on earth with strong
currents as water flows into and out of the Bering Sea twice
daily.

Oh, and the DVD also includes four shorter videos of
kayaking in the Bay of Fundy, Wales and Tofino in British
Columbia which are also very entertaining. The disc is
chocker blocked with 155 minutes of running time action
and a must have for kayakers.

In the summer of 2014 Justine Curgenven and Sarah Outen
traversed the Aleutian Islands from Adak to Homer in
Alaska, a distance of 2,500 kiometres in 101 days. The
DVD “Kayaking the Aleutians” documents the epic kayak
adventure with a 55 minute film festival version and a 70
minute Director’s Cut.
Sarah earlier had abandoned a row across the Pacific at
Adak and opted to complete the crossing to North America
by sea kayak. She approached Justine to accompany her
on the journey. Recognizing Sarah was an inexperienced
kayaker, Justine had her do five months of training at
Wales, likely at Anglesey known for its tidal rips, before
starting out.

Sarah Outen approaching Aleutian island

The trip included dozens of open crossings of 20 miles or
more with one crossing of 50 miles from Seguam to Amukta
Island. The video therefore contains significant amounts of
kayaking in mountainous seas. Notwithstanding that, there
are magnificent scenes of coastlines and vistas of the
numerous volcanoes, in particular the perfect cone shaped
Mount Shishaldin that is periodically active.
The Aleutians teem with wildlife from sea birds, to sea lions
and brown bears and caribou. The video does a great job
of showcasing the wildlife and the pair’s interaction sea
lions and brown bears. Two brave girls!
There is, on the surface, good comradeship between the
two but there is also an undercurrent of irritation on
Justine’s part. Sarah is often nervous in big water and its
obvious she finds the tension as draining as the paddling.
At one point Justine recognizes Sarah had been crying and
muses to herself that she may have to do a tow.

Aleutian Island chain

After 101 days they land at Homer in Alaska. Justine may
have been a crutch for Sarah but in the end the viewer must
give credit where credit is due. Sarah did the paddling in
conditions beyond her experience but she kept it together
and I had to say “you go girl”. Taking an inexperienced
kayaker on such a demanding, long journey though placed
a huge amount of responsibility on Justine.
Mount Shishaldin
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Paddling (canoe) Newfoundland’s Inland Ocean;
Grand Lake, Sandy Lake and Birchy Lake
By Hazen Scarth

Other than fishing near Howley, the
paddlers saw only two boats during their
trip. The water was very high and on the
second day of paddling, the group was
confined to their canoes for over 6 hours.
Grand Lake is about 80 kilometres long
with a maximum width of five kilometres.
The water temperature was in low single
digits. This paddle must be approached
the same way as a paddle on open
ocean.

In mid June 2015, Kevin and Sophia Redmond, Harry Butt
and Hazen Scarth paddled Newfoundland’s inland ocean,
160 km paddle, with most of the trip covered in three days,
in perfect conditions. On February 3, 2016 Kevin and Hazen
entertained a group of 60 people with a description of the trip.
It was evident this trip is in the bucket
list of many of our paddlers.

Kevin emphasized not to view the
beauty and placid images in the
presentation as the quintessential
conditions found on Grand Lake, Sandy
Lake and Birchy Lake. The risks and
hazards associated with this waterway
can be extreme and unpredictable.
Grand Lake alone is approximately 80
kilometers in length with a maximum
width of five kilometers. Because of the
low water temperature (June range 6 12°C), wind funneling/channeling and anabatic/katabatic wind
force and unpredictability this paddle must be approached
the same way as a paddle on Open Ocean. Paddling these
waters require the utmost of skill, preparation, and experience
informed decision making.

The presentation included an
introduction of early explorers and
their interaction with natives. These
explorers were amazed of the beauty
of the watershed and visions of huge
potential based on industry and
recreation had them thinking that one
day the watershed would rival the
Adirondacks .
Rivers from the lakes were dammed
in the early 1920s to provide power for
a new pulp mill in Corner Brook. This
resulted in a watershed of over 5000
square kilometres.
The presentation
included a
description of Glover Island, with cliffs
rising over 1000 feet; the 11th largest
island on fresh water in the world.

Ebb & Flow
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Paddling with Kids
By Yolanda Wiersma

What do you want to do on your birthday?” I asked my son
the day he turned eight. We were up at our cabin on
Random Island, so the options were different than they
might be in the city. “Do you want to go hiking or paddling?”
“Paddling” he replied without hesitation. It was a beautiful,
early October weekend, so we hitched the kayak trailer up,
drove down to the causeway linking Random Island to the
“mainland” and launched. We had decided that since it was
his birthday we would paddle into Shoal Harbour and see if
we could find a landing spot near the “Barn Loft” – a little
country store that sells knick knacks, fudge, and craft soda
pop; perfect treats for the birthday boy.
As we paddled, I thought about how lucky we were that both
our boys like to canoe and kayak. The secret, I think, has
been to keep it fun. I remember an early canoe trip with our
friends Sue and Glenn and their two boys, when the kids
ranged in age from 3-7. We mounted a day trip on Peak Pond
on the Salmonier Line. Packing that many kids, plus food,
bathing suits, fishing rods, etc. is a bit of an undertaking but
we did it. We found a perfect picnic spot – big rock to fish off
of, small beach for pebble throwing and swimming, a flat spot
to spread lunch and a quiet bay for solo paddles. Sue and I
(both veterans of multi-day wilderness trips in our B.K. (before
kid) eras) noted that we were hardly out of sight of the road
– so we could hardly call this a “canoe trip”. But, as I watched
four boys splashing in water, tossing spruce cones at each
other, and setting up their fishing rods, I reflected that at least
no one was miserable. “Don’t worry,” I said to Sue, “They
think ‘canoeing’ means fishing, swimming, and playing Photo by Darren McDonald
outside with their buddies. Next time we’ll push the distance
we paddle a little further, and a little further, and before you
know it, we’ll be doing real trips.”
I was somewhat right – as the boys have grown, we have
done multi-day canoe trips with them, including those
involving a portage. They’ve also picked up paddling skills
at summer camp, and last year we added two tandem
kayaks to the family fleet. But as we rounded Man Point
and paddled up into Shoal Harbour, I realized that these
short trips with a fun destination are just as real as an epic
week-long backcountry adventure. We go to practice our
skills, saw bald eagles and loons, and admired the view of
the fall colours from the water. We chatted as we paddled,
and navigated a tricky landing by a pile of rubble built for
the RV storage lot. This short voyage had all the elements
of any paddling trip I’ve ever done. As a bonus, we took a
break on the deck of the Barn Loft to savour fudge and
sodas – a pretty unique birthday celebration that I’ll always
remember.
Photo
Photo by
by Darren
Darren McDonald
McDonald
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Paddle NL Schedule

By Brent Smith, PNL Director of
Kayaking
Another paddling season is just around the corner, at least
for those who actually have an “off season”. The longer days
and warming temperatures can sure get you in the mood to
dust off the ‘ol kayak. For paddlers in the St. John’s area,
Tuesday nights at the Aquarena are a great way to ease
back into paddling after a long winter off. Sessions are
ongoing until May 17th, so that leaves plenty of time to brush
up on your rescues & rolls before the annual PNL Retreat
on Victoria Day weekend. The Retreat marks the beginning
of the season for Club activities, and we are in the process
of planning and scheduling many paddles throughout the
summer months. Here are just a few of the highlights:
ü Annual Fathers Day paddle, Cape Broyle – Led by Alex
McGruer, this year Fathers day falls on June 19th. This
is usually the first Club paddle of the year and typically
gets a good turnout.
ü Level 1 paddle at Conception Harbour, early July – A
favourite among beginner and seasoned paddlers alike.
Shipwrecks, abandoned mines, and always an
enjoyable day on the water.
ü Introduction to Sea Kayak Camping, location and date
to be determined – Hazen and Dean are in the planning
stages of another over night kayak camping trip.
Although it is called an introduction to kayak camping,
experienced campers are always welcome.
ü Night Paddle at Avondale – Another annual favourite
led by Alex McGruer and, when possible, timed to
coincide with the Perseid meteor shower. Always a fun
time, usually includes a stop on the beach and a bonfire.
Even if you’ve paddled at Avondale 1000 times, the night
time paddle is a totally different experience. Watch for
this one in early August.
ü Aquaforte paddle – Another annual paddle, usually in
early September. There has been a BBQ at the end of
this paddle these past few years, made possible with
the help and hospitality of a well known local Club
member.
PNL is always looking for new places to host Club paddles.
Last year a stormy day in Trinity Bay forced a last minute
change of venue from Chance Cove to the calmer waters in
Placentia. Those who attended were treated to a paddle in
an area that the Club does not frequently visit, and we would
like to do this sort of thing more often. After all, the sense of
adventure and exploration is what put many of us in a kayak
in the first place.
If you have a favourite place to paddle and would like to
share a day on the water with other PNL members, let us
know. Send your suggestions to the PNL Board by clicking
the “Contact Us” tab on the PNL website, enter your contact
info, and a note on where you think we should plan a trip.
A list of upcoming paddles and other Club activities is
available on the PNL Calendar of Events at our website
paddlenl.ca. Details and dates will be added as they
become available.
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Paddle Canada Update

By Jeff Martin, NL Regional Director,
Vice-President
Over the last few years, and more recently the last couple
of months, Paddle Canada has been busy working towards
a renewed strategic plan for the next three years. Paddle
Canada’s Board of Directors, along with the support of its
many member based volunteer committees, have been
working hard with towards a renewed strategy that highlights
the importance of instructor member development, building
partnerships, prioritizing a youth strategy and working to
increase public awareness and membership.
The rewards of these efforts can be highlighted through a
number of initiatives that have increasingly supported the
growth and development of instructors and instructor trainers
to make PC instructors among the best in the world. There
are a number of new initiatives being put in place to support
new instructor members in their first couple of years of
instructing as well as a few new programming projects such
as a guide/leader program in the works for regional paddling
associations. In addition, many efforts have been put in
place to ensure that our more senior instructors and ITs
remain abreast of the latest trends and developments
through IT Maintenance programs. To support this growth
PC has also embarked on a journey to increase and
formalize partnerships that boost the presence of Paddle
Canada programs throughout the country such as
PaddleSmart, Transport Canada and an array of national
agencies such as the Canadian Wildlife Federation and
National Paddling Week. As many of us paddlers are in the
same boat, we owe our love of paddling to some of our first
experiences in a paddle craft to a camp experience. This is
why PC has increased its efforts to become more visible with
youth organizations such as Scouts Canada and Tim
Horton’s Camps. Through these efforts, PC has been able
to train a number of instructors within these organizations
to offer Paddle Canada programming. This will also remain
a focus of PC for years to come as we all realize that
paddling is FUN, a great way to promote healthy lifestyles
and create lifelong memories. In addition to these strategies
and efforts, PC has also embarked on a journey to increase
its general membership category and create greater public
awareness of its programs. Some highlights of these efforts
are creating more benefits for general members, which are
considered non-instructor members, and increasing our
profile as the Red Cross of Paddling in Canada!
These efforts, along with your support as members, have
allowed Paddle Canada to provide more supports to our
instructor members while increasing the profile of Paddle
Canada as the leading recreational paddle sports training
provider in Canada. This is only the beginning as your
national board is continually working to increase its member
benefits and support systems to promote recreational
paddling as way to have FUN, be SAFE and create lifelong
pursuits in paddling.
If you have any questions, please contact me at
nfld@paddlecanada.com.

Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador

News You Can Use From Canoes
By Rodney

PNL will continue exploring events for the 2016 season,
including Wednesday evening paddles and other outings. If
you have ideas for evening paddles or longer paddle/camping
outings, Rodney Drover would like to learn of those so the
schedule can be as diverse as possible to serve all of our
members. This year we hope to explore more overnight trips
such as Sandy Pond/Dunphy’s Pond (Terra Nova), Peak
Pond/Split Rock Pond/Old Sea weekend in the Avalon
Wilderness, Mobile Big Pond (Witless Bay), Gander River,
and potentially a saltwater option at Newman Sound
(Minchin’s Cove). These overnight events will allow paddlers
who are also interested in camping and socializing to spend
time in the wilderness. PNL is also soliciting interest in
promoting a multi-day canoe trip such as Red Indian Lake or
Grand Lake for experienced canoeists. Contact Rodney
Drover at nlfirstaid@gmail.com if you are interested in any of
those options or have other ideas the group should explore.
Bill Weir (bow, in yellow) and Dale Butler (stern, in red)
Finally, PNL is always in need of paddle event leaders, so if
enjoying the Exploits River in Grand Falls in 2015
you are willing to lead events this season, please let Rodney
Happy Paddling!The canoe group enjoyed many outings in know.
2015, almost too many to mention here. Congratulations to
Dale Butler for his leadership during last year’s canoe agenda.
We really appreciate his efforts in organizing a full slate of
events. Special thanks to the paddle leaders from last year,
including Dale Butler, Alan Goodridge, Narcissus Walsh, Gary
Thomas, and Bill Weir. Also, special thanks to Kevin
Redmond for leading the canoe instruction segment of the
Retreat in Terra Nova Park in May.
The 2015 agenda was packed with a variety of events,
ranging from evening paddles to overnight paddle/camping
trips. Locations for those events included many right at our
doorstep, such as Long Pond, Healey’s Pond, Paddy’s Pond,
Gull Pond, and Rotary Sunshine Park, where the 2015 Skills
School was also held. We are blessed with many great
paddling locations just a short drive from St. John’s, such as
Great Pond (Torbay), Three Island Pond (Topsail), Second
Pond (Goulds), Eastern Waters (Conception Harbour), Peak
Pond (Avondale), Whitbourne Pond, and Neary’s Pond
(Portugal Cove/St. Philips). Finally, two road trip paddles were
organized at Dunphy’s Pond (Terra Nova) and Trinity Pond
(Port Rexton). This agenda offered something for everyone,
and we are all hoping for good weather this coming season
so we can offer even more opportunities for paddlers to
experience the diversity of options we are blessed to have
here in the province.
The 2016 paddling season is approaching quickly and the
leadership committee is planning events for the upcoming
year. Many of our kayaking colleagues have already enjoyed
our unseasonably warm weather and the canoers will not be
far behind. It’s not often that we see ponds clearing up as
early as February, so our season may be even longer than
usual if this weather persists.
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Paddling Alone…not for newbys; Minimizing the risk
for the Experienced Paddler
By Hazen Scarth in collaboration with Cathy Carroll, Brian Duffett, Dean
Fillier, Clyde Hillier and Tony Roestenberg
My introduction to paddling started with the occasional use
of a friend’s canoe and a couple of two hour kayak trips. I
purchased a canoe when my eldest reached 14 years of age.
It was time for a trip, so it was off to the Lower Gander River.
I had never taken lessons. My buddy’s comment as we
pushed off from the shore was to look for the downward Vs…I
hit our first rock within 50’ of departure. As it turned out, my
daughter had taken an introductory canoe course and advised
me of a few strokes. We had a great trip!
When I purchased a kayak, I took a Paddle Canada course
and realized how little I knew. The course and the club
paddles were a tremendous introduction to safe paddling. The
club paddles provided an opportunity to meet other paddlers,
however most importantly, someone to paddle with. By this
time, it had been drilled into me, that paddling alone was a
foolish, dangerous and certainly, not an advisable activity.
It was a beautiful summers day, the forecast was for light
winds, so what did I do? I went for a paddle by myself…to
Conception Harbour. I was feeling a tad guilty; what if one of
these experienced paddlers saw me paddling on my own?
As I was heading towards Avondale, squinting into the
sunlight, I saw a kayak coming in my direction…a single
kayak! I had met Sue on a club paddle and had to discuss
my uneasiness of paddling alone. Sue’s response was; “ If
you have to wait for someone to paddle with, you will never
paddle!” Since then I have heard this from several paddlers,
some of whom live in areas of the Province where there are
no other paddlers within an hours drive.
In Roy MacGregor’s book, Canoe Country, a young woman
by the name of Kristina Leidums travelled from Alberta to Lake
Superior, via Minnesota , by canoe...alone. Leidums
explained she loved reading about the explorers and
combined with plenty of canoe experience, including lead
paddler for youth, resulted in a passion for paddling and
ultimately a two month expedition. The trip included a 14
kilometre portage, storms and her own fear of beavers!
Although, she had fear of storms, she explains she always
had comfort in knowing where she was and therefore being
able to find a way out of a ticklish situation. As for
beavers…she coped!
Bill Mason, the legendary paddler made the following
observation: “All my life people have been telling me you
should never travel alone,” Mason would say. “But it’s
interesting, I’ve never been told that by anybody who’s ever
done it.”
MacGregor also writes about an Austrian, Herbert Pohl, who
moved to Canada at 20 and took up canoeing at 40. In the
following years he managed 30, major, solo trips. At 76 he
overturned his canoe on Lake Superior. About paddling solo:
It’s not that I’m anti-social, I just prefer solitude to
companionship and silence to conversation.”
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So for what ever reasons, people are going to paddle alone.
In doing so, the risk is higher and it is imperative that paddlers
have the skills, equipment, knowledge and decision making
abilities to increase the likelihood they may survive to paddle
till 76 and beyond!
The novice paddler must not paddle alone. In other words
do as I say not as I did! When is it reasonable to paddle alone?
That is a difficult question to answer and depends on so many
factors, including but not limited to the following:
ü Experience in paddling in a wide range of weather
and sea conditions. (the weather can change quickly)
ü Is the location exposed or sheltered; is it suitable for
some wind directions or all directions?
ü What is the water temperature and is the paddler
clothed sufficiently to allow a rescue if you end up in
the water?
ü Does the paddler have the skills to allow a self
rescue?
ü Does the paddler have safety equipment, including
first aid and gear mandated by Transport Canada?
ü Are people aware of the paddlers intended route?
ü Does the paddler have the skills and decision making abilities as to when to paddle and when to stay
on shore?
ü Does the paddler have the navigation skills to return
to a safe direction if the area becomes blanketed in
fog?
ü If the weather deteriorates, does the paddler have
“easy” access to a road and if not, does he/she have
the appropriate gear/food to wait for improvements,
even if it means spending the night?
ü Can the paddler call/signal help in the event of an
emergency or just to inform family, that you are safe?
These are factors which all paddlers must have to safely
paddle alone or in a group. In some cases the factors might
be distributed throughout the group. For example not
everyone might have a first aid kit or solid navigation skills.
The solitary paddler requires all the skills. Without experience,
skills and knowledge it is impossible for an individual to safely
paddle alone in an environment where conditions can change
very quickly.
The paddler must look in the mirror and ask, “Can you count
on you?” Can you count on your skills, knowledge, physical
and mental stamina to respond to changing weather
conditions, an injury or for that matter ending up in the water?
Be brutally honest with yourself and pose the question, “Can
I get back into the boat if you end up in the water? Of course,
this infers more than a successful re-entry in the Aquarena
Pool on a Tuesday night!

Paddle Newfoundland & Labrador

The following is a story told by Tony Roestenberg of his
introduction to solo kayak paddling in the ocean. (not
recommended by PNL!)
"One of the first times I paddled alone was with a group of
some 10 people. Wait, that can't be right. But, it did happen.
We had paddled around Great Island from Tors Cove and
after a lunch break the group, except me, paddled back to
Tors Cove. I thought we were going to paddle around Ship
Island and I was in the lead. After some time I looked behind
and the group was only a bunch of specks on the horizon. I
was new to kayaking and I was alone. I reasoned out that I
had stayed upright in the 1 to 1.5 metre waves while in the
group and therefore all I had to do was stay calm while
paddling back to the relative safety of Fox Island. It was an
eye-opener.
Now, years later I would not hesitate to paddle alone in the
right circumstances having the benefit of experience to fall
back on. There is a risk to paddling alone even by the most
experienced paddlers but it can be managed by reviewing
the forecast, evaluating the expected conditions and
determining objectively whether the experience matches the
worst expected conditions. That is an exercise in the first
level of safe practices in the safety toolkit: good judgement.
Beyond that any solo paddler should have all the safety gear
and foremost when paddling on the sea, a drysuit.
With respect to skills the solo paddler should have a rock solid
brace, a, preferably, bombproof roll or be able to reenter the
kayak in the event of a swim and have the physical
conditioning to paddle to safety if conditions (the wind)
become challenging. All of this applies even when one
paddles with a friend or friends for that matter as two people
found out off of Fleur de Lys a few years ago.
An inexperienced paddler should never paddle alone because
as the saying goes "stuff happens". Everyone with enough
experience who decides to paddle solo has to make for
themselves when they do. Of course, sitting home on the
sofa carries no risk."
The following incidences which would place the solitary
paddler in vulnerable situation:

ü
ü

ü

ü

a heart attack or for that matter, an incident which
would interfere with paddling…say a shoulder injury.
What if the paddler experienced food poisoning?
In the winter, it has been said the most dangerous
part of the paddle is from the car to the shoreline or
the beach for a rest. Slipping on a piece of ice could
easily impact your ability to paddle.
Experienced paddlers, will presumably avoid high
risk activities, such as rock hopping or paddling
close to headlands, where surf is most pronounced.
What if a wave hits the paddler and the boat is
damaged as happened to me. If I was alone, a self
rescue was not a certainty.
If a key piece of equipment was lost such as a pump,
spare paddle, could the solo paddler manage?

ü
The following items should be used/carried on board…quite
possibly these items may mean the difference between life
and death.
Dry suit, notably for kayakers, even in the summer as ocean
waters remain cold
ü Flares
ü VHF Radio
ü Cell phone
ü SPOT or RescueMe technology
ü Spare paddle
ü Skull cap
ü Float plan
ü Department of Transport mandated equipment
In addition to equipment, understand the weather forecast
and its implication for the planned paddle. Avoid rocks and
in particular headlands, where swells are more often than not
prevalent.

There is always more risk in any outdoor activity when alone.
The main thing is recognizing the risks and exercising the
appropriate response to mitigating the risks. Being prepared
will increase the opportunity to maximize an enjoyable day
on the water. If there is doubt, you, at a minimum, will be
distracted from being one of the luckier paddlers on the
ü Many of our paddlers are middle age and over, planet. At worse, it could be your last paddle.
hence there is a greater likelihood of illness. What of
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A Book Review: Canoe Country, The Making of Canada
by Roy MacGregor
Is there anything more Canadian than the canoe? Natives
were reliant, exploration of the country depended on it and
the initial development of the country through the fur trade
was based on access and shipping of furs by canoe.

The thrill of danger; if you are not living on the edge you are
taking up too much space is how I see our white water
enthusiasts! Macgregor provides a snippet of dialogue from
1951’s The African Queen, starring Humphrey Bogart and
Katherine Hepburn, says it all.

Bill Mason, legendary paddler said, “ First God created a
canoe and then he created a country to go with it.” Mason
went further, with passion, arguing the canoe should have
been the symbol on the Canadian flag, not the maple leaf
which was introduced in 1965. The canoe made Canada.
Indeed, one can find a canoe in every province and territory;
not the same for the maple leaf!

Charlie: How’d you like it?
Rose: Like it?
Charlie: Whitewater rapids!
Rose: I never dreamed.
Charlie: I don’t blame you for being scared, miss-not one little
bit. Ain’t no one in their right mind scared of white water.
Rose: I never dreamed that any physical experience could
MacGregor’s roots and soul are firmly entrenched in be so stimulating.
Algonquin Provincial Park. To many of us our knowledge of
the park is limited to a few paintings by the Group of Seven. The book discusses the voyageurs, possibly the most fit of
This book’s description of the park and the people who all Canadians…130 kilometres a day, 150 portages from
paddled it provides a wonderful introduction to its attractions Montreal to todays Alberta, portaging with 180 pounds of gear
and a magnet to anyone with an interest for paddling.
on their backs; portaging 36’ canoes weighing 600 pounds.
MacGregor states: “I use my canoe as my mother used hers;
for escape. It calls me to the places I love best.” MacGregor
points out “this is a common claim and hardly original.” The
book has many quotes by famous people as to why people
paddle. These quotes will bring smiles to the readers,
especially if they are paddlers, as their descriptions will
describe more clearly and eloquently than most of us could
attempt to express.

During the siege of Khartoum, the call goes out to Canadian
voyageurs to defend an overwhelmed General on the
confluence of the White and Blue Niles. It was hoped the
skilled voyageurs could traverse the wilderness and fast

Justin’s father, 25 years before he became Prime Minster
said; “what sets a canoe expeditions apart (insert kayak if its
closer to the heart) is that it purifies you more rapidly and
inescapably than any other travel; go 1000 miles by train and
you are a brute, pedal 500 miles on a bicycle and you remain
basically a bourgeois; paddle 100 miles in a canoe and you
are already a child of nature.” Then there is Colorado
naturalist John A Murray: “Ever so often a disappearance is
in order; A vanishing. A checking out. An in determined period
of unavailability. Each person, each sane person, maintains
a refuge, or series of refuges, for this purpose. A place, or
places, where they can figuratively if not literally, suspend
their membership in the human race.”
The question is asked, what makes people go into the
wilderness by choice rather than necessity. To give up the
comforts for swarming flies and stormy weather. The late
historian W.L. Morton observed the “alternate penetration
of the wilderness and return to civilization is the basic rhythm
of Canadian life.” I and my paddling buddies will agree that
he nails it by summing up his thoughts as follows: “I know
countless people for who the annual canoe (kayak) trip is as
much as a ritual as New Years Resolution.” (and the planning
which starts shortly after New Years!
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flowing rivers in time to protect British and Egyptian interests camping expedition On the other hand , MacGregor laments:
in this important trade route.
“the awkward truth of canoeing particularly expeditions is
cost.” Indeed, it cost parents $8,000 to send their children
From the Nile to James Bay MacGregor takes us on a wild on a 50 day paddle north of 60.
and woolly ride in a Cree-Yamaha freighter canoe. A battle
of waves and in an open boat!
MacGregor has an easy writing style. The book is a pleasant
blend of adventure, history and why the outdoors is of
The great explorer, perhaps our first geographer, David importance to Canadians and the importance to the
Thompson travelled 55,000 miles and mapped $1.3 million development of our youth. This book reminds “us” paddlers
miles and some how had 13 kids. Thompson and his helpers how lucky we are in this corner of the country with relatively
built canoes in a week…from chopping the tree to floating easy access to our waters.
the boat.
In an increasingly urban population, while the importance of
Women have made their mark in Canada’s canoe history. outdoor (natural activities) has been proven to important to
There were wives of Hudson Bay employees, one of whom our health, the book makes me wonder if our historical
painted now famous images of the early voyageur canoes. attachment to the outdoors and in particular, paddling will be
More recently a teacher/psychologist was convinced of the as important to future generations. It got me thinking…Our
importance of the outdoor experience being critical to the first grandchild is due in June; how quickly can I place a
health and physical development of youth (early 1900s) led paddle in her hand.
to the creation of summer camp for girls. MacGregor places
considerable emphasis on the role of woman including a Review by Hazen Scarth
reference to Olivia Chow who following her husband’s death,
(Jack Layton) said after 12 days of wonder on the Mountain
River, I survived. I know I can tackle whatever comes my way.
The benefits of the outdoor experience are combined with
observations that, ” hopefully Canada will not grow so much
we lose this solitude provided by paddling.” There are those
who feel every Canadian child should be exposed to a
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Presentation to Beagle
Paws in Honour of Jim
Price
Thanks to the generous contributions of PNL club members
and other guests at the Nov.10, 2015 celebration in honour
of our friend Jim Price, $709.70 was collected for donation
to Beagle Paws. Shown in the picture are Denise AuCoin
(left) and Patricia Wright, two volunteers with Beagle Paws
who gratefully accepted the donation. Shown as well are
three of the canine beneficiaries.

PNL Changed my Life!
By Cathy Carroll
I used to hang up my kayak every September. I would count
down the months and days until Kayak season in June. That
was it; 2 months of the year and hopefully the summer was
kind. It would be 10 long months before I would paddle again,
but knowing kayak season happens, got me through the long
winters. I like to ski and do winter outdoor activities, but there
have been less snowy days in the winters these last few
years. So, traveling south to get warm each Christmas
became the stepping stone between Kayak seasons for me.
It was a way of cheating and getting a few paddles in … in
December! But it wasn't the same. It was open-top boats and
tough to find a rental business that let me explore more than
the resort beach area.

Another Great day winter paddling. Brian Duffett, Me, Dean

I used to paddle alone, before I was found by a PNL member.
I was a cautious solo kayaker for 5 years. (See Hazen
Scarth’s article on solo paddling in this issue). If I didn't go
alone, it wouldn't happen. I was well aware that it was not
ideal and although I enjoyed the beautiful solitude, I reached
a point where I couldn't increase my skills unless I
compromised my safety. I couldn't go close to the rocks or
too far from shore, exploring caves, or around many blind
points. I would go to ponds off the transCanada to practice,
when winds were high. Sometimes it was in 50km winds so
I could get some cresting waves and tough winds to paddle
against. But it still was not the ocean. No matter what
happened in a pond I could swim the length of it without
hypothermia or jellyfish, and if I lost hold of my paddle or
kayak, where could they really go? But I could not be so brave
on the ocean alone. It just wasn't smart.... and the ocean is
where I wanted to be. I started to get discouraged and even
started to lose interest in what I loved so much.... I just didn't
want to paddle alone anymore.

Breaking the ice New Years Day, Quidi Vidi. Jesse McGruer And that's when, one evening towards the end of August,
2015, I was found. Coming in through the pier channel of the
ahead. (Photo by Alick Tsui.)
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Sunset paddle St. Philips (Photo by Julie Carroll)
St. Philips marina after a sunset paddle on the cove, I was
startled by the nose of another kayak silently, and as smooth
as a hot knife cutting through butter, passing along side of
me. A gentle hello broke the silence and we chatted a little. I
couldn't believe I had found someone of the same species; a
kayaker! Tony told me about the Wednesday night paddles
and said he wouldn't be there this week because of a
kayaking excursion ( are you kidding me???), but that I should
go and meet more paddlers. I was so excited I could hardly
wait the few days till Wednesday. I was nervous when I got
there if I would be accepted into this group that was already
out in the water. Dean paddled over to meet me so warmly
right away (I know, that was before he was Mean Dean!),
rafted up to me, and we chatted like old friends. But that’s
what it’s like among people who share a passion in
something. The group took me in like a lost member of a tribe
and it has changed my life.
I was so green on so many things kayak (like why, at the end
of a salty paddle, is Tony telling me there is fresh water
coming out of that river over there???... and you can get
fiberglass kayaks??? ,... I know… embarrassingly green!),
but what a new and healthy addiction!.... and how fun it is to
get the gear you need...ok…and want! :) Paddlers so
generously loaned me the gear I didn’t have until I got my
own and I have been paddling every weekend since! I don’t
ever have to hang up my kayak for longer than a week

Lunchtime at LaManche, from Tors Cove. (Photo by Tony
Roestenberg)
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because kayak season doesn’t end anymore! Paddling in the
winter is fantastic!..... despite the confused looks people give
you when you are putting your kayak up on your car roof and
it is -10C!
Not only is there a paddle to look forward to every weekend,
but there is Tuesday evenings at the Aquarena to practice
some skills and GET A ROLL!! So how many PNL members
does it take to teach a new girl to roll???? A pool full!!!! and
even some online!!! :) But thanks to their attitudes of ‘paying
it forward’ ( which I will be happy to be able to do…), I finally
got out of my own way and rolled Dec 13th in St, Philips! I am
so glad to have my first roll happen there! (Ice cream
headache much???) … And I have to say THANK YOU to
everyone who didn’t give up teaching me how to roll!
I don’t have to paddle alone anymore, or hang up my boat
because the season is over, or be afraid to enjoy the waves
and caves. I am able to challenge and improve my skills every
week with awesome paddlers, ….and I didn’t go south this
year because I didn’t want to miss a paddle! … And there
are excursions, and presentations and tea after paddles,
…..and so many adventure to look forward to! So, as much
as I have appreciated the solitude and the beautiful solo
moments with the ocean and my kayak, I am so happy and
so grateful to have the greatest kayak buddies ... even
through the winter!

Dean, Me, Shane and Brian making the decision to go out
from Middle cove to Flat Rock. We got as far as the point
off Herring Cove (Photo by Cathy Carroll)
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Kayaking the Abandoned Outports of Placentia Bay

In September 2015, five members of Paddle NL paddled the
western shores of Placentia Bay. On February 22nd Tony
Roestenberg presented a slide show at Hampton Hall at the
Marine Institute of their seven day expedition which described
visits to several former communities including Clattice
Harbour, St. Leonard’s, St. Kyran’s, Toslow; iconic names of
communities which were resettled in the 1960s.

with the famous Newfoundland folk song.
Until we see bottom inside the two sunkers
When straight through the Channel to Toslow we'll go.

The expedition included a wide range of weather including
high winds which forced the group to adjust their paddling
plans, before and during the trip. The decisions ensured a
Tony’s presentation included a blend of history, scenery and safe and enjoyable trip.
camp life. Of particular interest was the visit to the old stone
church and the new one built in 1920 in St. Kyrans. Tony’s
presentation included a video of paddling into Toslow…which
bought a smile to the 80 in attendance who were all familiar
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The kayak roll and learning the roll in Newfoundland
and Labrador
By Alex McGruer

Throughout the winter and spring Paddle Newfoundland and
Labrador has pool sessions in St. John’ and in cooperation
with paddlers in Central, evenings in Gander. In St. John’ the
Tuesday sessions also include clinics in the pool instructing
braces, rescues and rolls.
There are a number of us that will delight in helping people
learn how to roll almost any Tuesday night. So, please drop
by and benefit by improving skills in the warmth of the pools.
Depending on who you talk to you may find three very
different approaches to learning to roll. This is because there
are any number of different rolls, techniques and
circumstances reflecting the paddler, boat, conditions and
paddle.
For this articles purposes I will deal with only three and have
one favorite that serves my sort of paddling.
If you are a white water paddler you will likely learn from
someone like Darren McDonald. While Darren can likely do
a dozen different rolls including the hand roll he will in all
probability teach the C to C roll. This is ideal for white water
as it is very fast and protects your face while you do this
instant rescue. The C to C is almost violent and involves
leaning forward over the front of your kayak. Nose to knees
you do a fast sweep and the hip flick will bring you upright in
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a foamy blast of water as you return to the surface. This
works and it works well while protecting you in a river with
water dragging you perhaps over rocks. Your arms and
paddle will be protecting your face.. It’ quick and lends itself
well to a very fast recovery.
If you are a Greenland paddler you may end up with Neil
Burgess or one of several paddlers who are Greenland
devotees! Greenland paddling involves the use of a thinner
paddle lovingly called “he stick” Typically longer than the
Euro Paddle and much longer than the white water paddle:
The stick is thin and while quite elegant; it does not lend itself
to the support of the spoon that is the power face of our
normal White water or Euro sea paddles. This paddle may
not work with every C to C roll.
While the first part of almost any roll is similar; Lean Forward:
The remainder is different . The Greenland paddle goes on
a long sweep to the side and the hip flick sometimes very
gentle is incorporated into the action. Typically you will end
up low on the rear deck. The Greenland roll as stated is
elegant but you will have to manipulate the paddle to extend
it all the way out for the support of a euro blade. The
Greenland Roll is what became the “tandard”sea kayak roll.
The first white guy to roll a kayak or demonstrate the kayak
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roll was a guy called Pawata. The extended paddle roll with
a Euro blade has been called the Pawata roll.
The third roll you will likely learn in the pool would be the
common sea kayak sweep roll. This is near effortless and
very strong. It can be adjusted to accommodate rolling any
sea kayak even one loaded with well over 100 lbs of stuff.
This is the roll I am most likely to show you and that is
because it is simple. Basically it is a Greenland roll done with
a Euro Blade. You lean forward, sweep and do a hip flick as
you bring the boat under you and end up very close to the
back deck.
This roll is slow, or can be: It is powerful and near effortless,
much like the Greenland Roll it is drawn from. You can keep
your hands solidly on the shaft or extend them to the blade
making it very like the Greenland roll. This roll does leave
your face exposed a little so may not be ideal for a river. You
are not generally tearing along in shallow water on the ocean;
Unless you are surfing in which case you will have a lighter
boat and a C to C will be perfect.
These are three rolls we will typically be showing anyone that
asks in the Aquarena or a pond, who you talk to will have
more to do with which one you are taught than anything else.
These rolls can be tailored to match things like body shape,
abilities or challenges. A useless shoulder, messed up legs,
being chubby. The myriad of rolls available and tweaks to
some takes a kayak roll into the realm of possibilities for
almost all kayakers.
There are dozens of other rolls, some sensible and some
simply tricks. Hand rolls, rolls using broken paddles, life vests
or other things are there, back deck and storm rolls, rolling
with a bowling ball for that matter. Rolling a kayak has a digital
outcome: If you are right side up and breathing …100% In

Upcoming Events

ü
ü March 29 Rescues Clinic
ü April 19 Strokes Clinic
ü May 10 Olympics
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the company of the fish or out of the boat 0% A roll done
smoothly , particularly a Greenland or sea kayak sweep roll
will be near effortless.
If you are learning at the pool I would recommend bringing or
borrowing a face mask. The chlorine and fresh water bother
my eyes and nose, I expect it does for most people.
If I am there I will be pleased to help anyone learn a roll or
rescue. Do not hesitate to ask anyone for help.

Physiotherapy - Massage Therapy -Acupuncture
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Visit our website at
www.backontracknl.com
backontracknl@nf.aibn.com
Tel: 738-8080
Fax: 738-8090
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Shipiskan to the Sea: An Attempt at Words about Canoeing on
the Kanairiktok River
By TA Loeffler
It’s almost always hardest to capture the hard work of outdoor
adventure because you are too busy doing it to stop and take
pictures. Sometimes the work of finding the words to describe
an expedition is as arduous as the portages. I’ve just home
from a two week expedition “on the Labrador” with five friends/
co-adventurers and I’m going to attempt to find a few words
here to share of of what we experienced as we travelled from
Lake Shipiskan to the sea on the Kanairiktok River.
We flew to the trip start at Lake Shipiskan via float plane and
then paddled and portaged our canoes 210 kilometres to the
Labrador Sea. It was a privilege to traverse Nitassinan, the
ancestral homeland of the Innu, via the Kanairiktok River. The
Innu place name for Lake Shipiskan is Ashuapamatikuan,
which translate as “waiting for caribou place.”
There is always a great flurry of activity that occurs whenever
a float plane is loaded or unloaded. They are tightly scheduled
and there is often the question, “Will we be able to land and
be dropped off or will this be an expensive flight seeing
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effort?” The pilot will often circle the landing area a few times
to check for hazards and then with the plane banking and
throttle cut, the plane drops suddenly from the sky and skims
along the surface of the lake like the water bugs we all
captured as kids. Gear is grabbed and tossed, the plane
become cavernous once again, and we all hop to shore to
watch the plane take off. Emotions swell like the buzz of the
straining engine and then the plane is off, gone. We are alone
with ourselves. And the bears. And the black flies. And the
trees.
And the silence. A profound silence. A deafening silence that
is only sliced by us and the occasional jumping trout. We are
here. In Labrador. With the lakes and river providing the
multi-textured ribbon of experiences that will enter our bodies,
minds, and souls with each paddle stroke and each step along
the portages. And the sky. Oh the sky. A sky that greets us
in a steely grey reminiscent of a moody hormonal teen then
transforms the next moment into a reflective blue dance of
endless possibility.

swelling the lake and reminding us that we too are fleeting.
Passing this way once. Noticing the preciousness of being
here, both in this place, and in this life. Committing to look
deeply along the way at both big and small.
And the fireweed. The small fireweed. Alpine. Hardy and hard
working to survive in this harshly beautiful landscape. It offers
an invitation to pause. To stop. To breathe in. And then out
as the miracle of small pink flowers adorn the shore.
And the rocks and the trees. Seemingly at odds but strangely
together. Inseparable from each other in this landscape and
from the sky. Trees and rocks that both block and provide our
passage. Home and away. There and here. Teaching the
frivolity of separation and duality.

And the waterfalls. The power of water channeled through
narrow passages. Their sounds rumble with a vibration that
both terrifies and soothes the spirit. The water calms and
pools at the top of each, awaiting the moment to cascade
suddenly to the bottom. To move from here to there with no
And the sand. The sand that temporarily captures our choice about going. The water transforms from deepest sky
footsteps until they are erased by the rabid rain which is blue to brightest cloud white and back to blue. All the while,
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we toil to make way around the edges. The portage providing And the team. The sangha of the river. The ones who share
safe yet taxing passage.
the work and the fun. The skies. The sun. The rain, drizzle,
and puns. Paddling our way to shared memories that will
And the bears. And the beavers, muskrats, woodchucks, move, sustain, and enhance our lives whenever we come
geese, ducks, squirrels, fish…all of the wild beings that we together to remember. This time. A time travelling a river
see and don’t see. They too, leave their tracks in the sand. together.
We catch glimpses of their passage. They walk, they fly, they
swim. They remind us to take care. To travel well and do it
right. To protect. To marvel. To squeal with delight at the
magic of sharing the forest and water with them.
And the exertion. The paddle strokes. The lifting. The
dragging. The exhilaration of the rapids. The hard work of
moving day after day. Crawling into a sleeping bag, sore,
tired, proud. Mind empty save for the colour of the sky as the
sun drained away for the day.
And the light. The light of day leaving and the light of day
coming. Sleeping until light. Sleeping when light. Sinking into
a rhythm eons old that connects us to all who have walked
and paddled this place. A place made so special by its
remoteness. Its challenges. The discipline it demands. The
skies it delivers.
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Membership

Email transfer membership fees to
pnlpayments@gmail.com
Renewing or New Membership - $20
Family Membership - $25
Associate Membership – $50
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